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In this book, Dr. Mensa Otabil walks the reader through the depth and breadth of wisdom by exploring its various dimensions, applications, Biblical
examples and expressions.Through these pages, readers will appreciate God's infinite wisdom and walk away with this fundamental truth: whether in career
or in finances, in marriage or in parenting, in ministry or in government - the outcome of every choice, challenge or crisis we face is determined by
the quality of our wisdom.
In Tithes, Offerings and First Fruits the author looks at the practice of giving in the kingdom of God and at the many forms that are mentioned in the
Bible.This exploration will add to a Christian understanding of righteous stewardship and clarify much of the confusion and debate within the
contemporary church.A major contribution of the book is Mensa Otabil's thoroughly researched and deeply scriptural explanation of tithing, and whether
its application in the Old Testament remains relevant and important for New Testament believers.The book addresses some of the most instructive
instances of giving, from Genesis through the New Testament, gleaning lessons about why various figures in the Bible gave, how they presented their
offering, and how God responded to their gesture.
Africans are not literally black, yet they are called black. Why? This book explores the genesis and evolution of the description of Africans as black,
the consequences of this practice, and how it contributes to the denigration (blackening) and dehumanisation of Africans. It uses this analysis to
advance a case for abandoning the use of the term ‘black’ to describe and categorise Africans. Mainstream discussions of the history of European racism
have generally neglected the role of black and white colour symbolisms in sustaining the supposed superiority of those labelled white over those
labelled black. This work redresses that neglect, by tracing the genesis of the conception of Africans as black in ancient Greece and its continued
employment in early Christian writings, followed by an original, close analysis of how this use is replicated in three key representative texts:
Shakespeare's Othello, the translation of the Bible into the African language Ewe, and a book by the influential Ghanaian religious leader, Mensa
Otabil. It concludes by directly addressing the argument that ‘black’ can be turned into a positive concept, demonstrating the failure of this approach
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to deal with the real problems raised by imposing the term ‘black’ on its human referents.
In spite of its numerous obvious failures, many presidential candidates and voters are in favor of a socialist system for the United States. Socialism
is consistent with our primitive evolved preferences, but not with a modern complex economy. One reason for the desire for socialism is the
misinterpretation of capitalism. The standard definition of free market capitalism is that it’s a system based on unbridled competition. But this
oversimplification is incredibly misleading—capitalism exists because human beings have organically developed an elaborate system based on trust and
collaboration that allows consumers, producers, distributors, financiers, and the rest of the players in the capitalist system to thrive. Paul Rubin,
the world’s leading expert on cooperative capitalism, explains simply and powerfully how we should think about markets, economics, and business—making
this book an indispensable tool for understanding and communicating the vast benefits the free market bestows upon societies and individuals.
Azumah Nelson has been described as the greatest boxer to come out of Africa. Born the year after his home nation of Ghana gained independence, he
played a major part in putting this new country on the world map. A glittering amateur career saw him win every title except an Olympic medal, as Ghana
boycotted the 1980 Games when he was a favourite to win. After turning professional, he took a last-minute bout for the world title with the great
Salvador Sanchez, a bout that changed his life. Two years later, in 1984, he won the WBC Featherweight World Title. Like many champions, he rose from
humble beginnings, suffered tragedy along the way, but he won and remained a world champion at featherweight and super featherweight for eleven years.
Very few champions have carried such a burden of expectation, and Azumah delivered success at a time when his country needed a hero. He never faltered
and won the respect of many across the world.
Brigid M. Sackey's book is a comprehensive analysis of gender relations in religion in Ghana, using gendered anthropological tools of rare insight and
originality. The book chronicles the efforts of men and women who bring a repackaged and customized Christianity and health delivery to meet with the
specific cultural needs. Sackey disabuses notions of the helplessness of women in Ghana specifically (and Africa in general) as it highlights women's
initiatives and assertiveness as healers and leaders of the churches they have founded, in addition to their increased involvement and participation in
gender discourses and social change. Sackey also addresses the question of HIV and the AIDS epidemic, detailing how the churches, through the specific
leadership of women, are supporting a national campaign on the disease. Basing her research on an exhaustive library of oral history, ethnography,
theory, and case studies, Sackey has brilliantly chronicled the relentless proliferation of and innovations in African Independent Churches, and their
impact on the national health delivery system and its development.
In Kenya's vibrant urban religious landscape, where Pentecostal and traditional churches of various orientations live side by side, religious identity
tends to overflow a single institutional affiliation. While Kenya’s Christianity may offer modes of coping with the fragilities of urban life, it is
subject to repeated crises and schisms, often fueled by rumors and accusations of hypocrisy. In order to understand the unfolding of Kenyans’ dynamic
religious identities, and inspired by the omnipresent distinction between ‘religious membership’ and ‘church visits,’ Yonatan N. Gez considers the
complementary relations between a center of religious affiliation and expansion towards secondary practices. Building on this basic distinction, the
book develops a theoretical innovation in the form of the ‘religious repertoire’ model, which maps individuals’ religious identities in terms of three
intertwined degrees of practice.
African superstar, composer, singer, and musician, as well as mystic and political activist, Nigerian Fela Kuti, born in 1938, was controversy
personified. He was swept to international celebrity on a wave of scandal and flamboyance, and when he died of AIDS in 1997, more than a million people
attended his funeral. But what was he really like, this man who could as easily arouse violent hostility as he could unswerving loyalty? Carlos Moore's
unique biography, based on hours of conversation and told in Fela's first-person vernacular, reveals the icon's complex personality and tumultuous
existence. Moore includes interviews with fifteen of his queens (wives); photos; and an updated discography. This November the Tony award-winning
Broadway show FELA! – a musical celebration of Fela Kuti’s life – comes to the National Theatre, London. Kuti is also set to be the subject of a biopic
from director Steve McQueen (Hunger) which is in development now. Carlos Moore is a political scientist and an ethnologist. He is an honorary research
fellow at the School for Graduate Studies and Research of the University of the West Indies–Kingston and the author of Pichón: Race and Revolution in
Castro's Cuba. Gilberto Gil is a composer, a bandleader, a singer, and a guitarist and has served as the Brazilian minister of culture since 2003.
Margaret Busby is a writer, a critic, a broadcaster, and the editor of Daughters of Africa: An International Anthology of Words and Writing by Women of
African Descent.
This book explores the nature and significance of social engagement by megachurches using Anglican and African diaspora Pentecostal case studies. It
describes the range of social engagement activities, offering explanations in term of theological motivations and the influence of globalisation.
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This book - including four sermons and an interview with a man of a disabled son - focuses on John 5:1-18 and John 9:1-38 and is designed to serve
pastors who will be called on to minister God's Word to God's people at decisive points in their lives. The question is not if disabilities will surface
in your church, the question is how you will respond when they do? At that decisive moment, what will you say?
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